HB 4705  Including three types of cancer for which rebuttable presumption of injury from employment exists for firefighters

PASSAGE

YEAS: 97   NAYS: 0   NOT VOTING: 3    PASSED

YEAS: 97

Anderson           Espinosa           Lavender-Bowe           Rowe
Angelucci          Evans              Linville               Shott
Atkinson           Fast               Little                 Skaff
Azinger            Fluharty           Longstreth             Sponaugle
Barnhart           Foster             Lovejoy                Staggers
Barrett            Graves             Mandt                 Steele
Bartlett           Hamrick            Martin, C.R.           Storch
Bates              Hanna              Martin, P.             Summers
Bibby              Hansen             Maynard                Swartzmiller
Boggs              Hardy              McGeehan               Sypolt
Brown, S.          Hartman            Miley                 Thompson, C.
Butler             Hicks              Miller                Thompson, R.
Byrd               Higginbotham       Nelson               Tomblin
Cadle              Hill               Pack                  Toney
Campbell           Hornbuckle         Paynter                Walker
Canestraro         Hott               Pethtel               Waxman
Capito             Householder        Phillips              Westfall
Caputo             Howell             Porterfield           Williams
Cooper             Jeffries, D.      Pushkin               Wilson
Cowles             Jeffries, J.      Pyles                 Worrell
Criss              Jennings           Queen                Zukoff
Dean               Kelly, D.          Robinson             Speaker Hanshaw
Diserio            Kelly, J.          Rodighiero
Doyle              Kessinger         Rohrbach
Ellington          Kump               Rowan

NAYS: 0

NOT VOTING: 3

Brown, N.           Estep-Burton      Fleischauer